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and modification techniques is highly 
desirable to optimize PCN photocatalytic 
properties. Among them, modification of 
the electronic structure by incorporating 
heteroatoms into the PCN structure rep-
resents an effective approach considering 
the polymeric nature of PCN and the wide 
choice of monomers and dopants. Various 
anions (e.g., B, F, O, P, S, and I) and cat-
ions (e.g., K, Fe, Co, Ni, Cu, and Zn) have 
been introduced into the frameworks of 
PCN via either interstitial or substitutional 
doping.[1,3–6] For instance, Fe-doped PCN 
was reported right after the emergence 
of PCN photocatalyst as a typical example 
for the heteroatom modification.[7–11] The 
FeN bonds were homogeneously formed 
in the PCN matrix during the polyconden-

sation process.[7] An improvement of photooxidation activity was 
shown in Fe-doped PCN materials, due to the lowering of the 
bandgap and extension of light absorption in the visible range.[7]

In addition, considering the polymeric nature of PCN, its π 
conjugation can be modified by polymerizing with structure-
matching organic comonomers. This also provides another 
way to introduce heteroatoms into PCN matrix. For example, 
trithiocyanuric acid has a very similar structure than melamine 
(MA) that is a common precursor for PCN preparation and can 
be used to incorporate sulfur atoms into carbon nitrides.[12] 

Polymeric carbon nitride (PCN) is a promising class of materials for solar-
to-chemical energy conversion. The increase of the photocatalytic activity of 
PCN is often achieved by the incorporation of heteroatoms, whose impact on 
the electronic structure of PCN remains poorly explored. This work reveals 
that the local electronic structure of PCN is strongly altered by doping with 
sulfur and iron using X-ray absorption spectroscopy (XAS) and resonant ine-
lastic X-ray scattering (RIXS). From XAS at the carbon and nitrogen K-edges, 
sulfur atoms are found to mostly affect carbon atoms, in contrast to iron 
doping mostly altering nitrogen sites. In RIXS at the nitrogen K-edge, a vibra-
tional progression, affected by iron doping, is evidenced, which is attributed 
to a vibronic coupling between excited electrons in nitrogen atoms and C–N 
stretching modes in PCN heterocycling rings. This work opens new perspec-
tives for the characterization of vibronic coupling in polymeric photocatalysts.
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1. Introduction

Polymeric carbon nitride (PCN) has attracted much attention 
as a promising metal-free photocatalyst in the past decade.[1] 
However, the photocatalytic activities of pristine PCN materials 
remain moderate because of the large optical bandgap, low 
electric conductivity, and rapid rate of charge-carrier recombi-
nation.[2] Optical, electronic, and chemical properties of PCN 
materials can be influenced by its size, composition, and mor-
phology.[1] Thus, the development of various synthetic methods 
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The S-doped PCN synthesized through the copolymerization 
strategy possesses an extended visible light absorption and a 
high photoreactivity.[13,14]

So far there have been numerous studies on the introduction 
of various anions and cations into the frameworks of carbon 
nitrides. Previous studies on doped PCN materials focused  
on their enhanced photocatalytic performance but the underlying 
modifications of the electronic structure were rarely explored.[13] 
To this aim, spectroscopic characterization methods with a high 
sensitivity to the local chemical structure are highly desired.

X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) is often used to 
probe the binding energy of electronic core levels and obtain 
information on the chemical bonding of the probed atoms. In 
addition, synchrotron-based soft X-ray absorption spectroscopy 
(XAS) can provide further insights into the chemical environ-
ment of carbon and nitrogen atoms. XAS probes unoccupied 
states with element specificity and has been applied to many 
carbon nanomaterials, including PCN.[15–17] Furthermore, reso-
nant inelastic X-ray scattering (RIXS) data can be obtained 
when the X-ray photons emitted upon resonant excitation of the 
unoccupied states identified by XAS are analyzed. RIXS ena-
bles probing of the partial density of occupied states with high 
chemical sensitivity as specific chemical sites are resonantly 
excited. Over the last years, the development of high-resolution 
RIXS has enabled the observation of vibrational structures in 
the quasi-elastic part of RIXS spectra opening new insights 
into ultrafast molecular dynamics[18] and vibronic coupling in 
solid materials.[19–22] Nevertheless, RIXS has not been applied 
to PCN so far to our knowledge.

In this work, PCN materials doped with iron and sulfur 
atoms are characterized by XAS and RIXS. Each doped sample 
is compared to pristine PCN samples synthesized under sim-
ilar conditions. XAS was performed at the C and N K-edges 
and RIXS at the N K-edge for all the samples. Additionally, XAS 
and RIXS data at the Fe L-edge were acquired for Fe-PCN. The 
chemical insights provided by the different spectroscopic tech-
niques are discussed in the following and doping sites for Fe 
and S atoms in PCN are proposed, supported by density func-
tional theory (DFT) calculations.

2. Results and Discussion

2.1. Structural Modification and Photocatalytic Activity  
of Fe- and S-Doped PCN

The pristine and doped PCN samples were prepared according 
to previously reported methods, which are shortly described in 
the Experimental Section.[11,12] The doped samples are labeled 
X-PCN, and the undoped reference samples are referred to as 
PCN(X), where X represents the heteroatom, i.e., S or Fe, in the 
following. The structural modification of the PCN upon doping 
was first characterized by X-ray diffraction (XRD). As shown in 
Figure S1 in the Supporting Information, PCN(Fe) and PCN(S) 
possess similar diffraction patterns, in which the main peak 
located at around 27° corresponds to the layered stacking of 
heptazine frameworks, while the peak at ≈13° originates from 
the in-plane repeat period. Incorporation of Fe and S atoms 
into the PCN framework led to the decreased peak intensities, 

especially for Fe doping, due to the corrugated layers resulting 
from the heteroatoms.

From scanning electron microscopy (SEM), the PCN(Fe)  
prepared by dicyandiamide precursor shows stacking of large 
particles (Figure S2, Supporting Information). Small particles 
were formed instead when using melamine as the precursors for 
PCN(S). Doping PCN with Fe led to much smaller particles than 
the undoped PCN(Fe). In contrast, thin large-scale sheets were 
formed with in the case of S doping. The morphology of the PCN 
samples was further checked by transmission electron microscopy 
(TEM). Thick particles were observed for PCN(Fe), Fe-PCN, and 
PCN(S), while PCN(S) shows thin sheet microstructure (Figure S3,  
Supporting Information), in agreement with the SEM results. 
From energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS), the Fe and S 
atoms were found to be distributed uniformly across the samples, 
indicating the homogeneous doping of PCN with Fe and S.

The surface area and porosity of the samples were investi-
gated by N2 adsorption–desorption isotherms. Typical type-IV 
isotherms with H3-type hysteresis loops were observed for all 
samples (Figure S4, Supporting Information). The textural 
parameters are summarized in Table S1 in the Supporting 
Information, and the results indicate that the surface area of 
S-PCN is higher than other samples. The pore width distribu-
tion determined by the Barrett–Joyner–Halenda method shows 
the average pore width are around 20 nm for all samples.

The photocatalytic activity of these doped PCN was then 
assessed to validate the improvement of catalytic activity upon 
doping. Photocatalytic hydrogen production was used to eval-
uate the performance of S-doped PCN. As shown in Figure S5 
in the Supporting Information, the hydrogen evolution rate 
of S-PCN was greatly improved in comparison with PCN(S). 
Incorporating of Fe atoms in PCN framework is favorable 
for the Fenton reaction, therefore, photocatalytic phenol pro-
duction from benzene was performed to check the activity of 
Fe-doped PCN. No measurable conversion was found for the 
PCN(Fe). In contrast, Fe-PCN shows remarkable phenol pro-
duction under visible light irradiation (Table S2, Supporting 
Information). Overall, doping PCN with S and Fe atoms can 
obviously improve its photocatalytic performance.

2.2. XAS at the C and N K-Edges: Modification of PCN 
Framework upon Doping

The incorporation of dopant atoms can lead to modification 
of the PCN framework through the (de)formation of chemical 
bonds with the heteroatoms. The chemical bonding in the doped 
PCN framework was first studied by XPS and a detailed analysis 
of the data is available in the Supporting Information. The related 
modifications of the unoccupied electronic states are monitored 
by XAS at C and N K-edges. XAS is mostly sensitive to electronic 
interactions up to 2–3 Å from the probed atom, therefore only 
the local electronic environment is characterized.[23]

Figure  1a displays the C K-edge XA spectra of doped and 
undoped PCN samples. The XA spectra for undoped PCN(S) 
and PCN(Fe) are very similar. Three main features are detected 
in the pre-edge region at ≈285.6  eV (C1), ≈287.8  eV (C2), and 
≈288.6 eV (C3). The feature C1 is related to transitions from C 
1s electrons to π*(CC), mostly coming from interlayered CC 
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bonding configuration. C2 represents the excitation of C 1s to 
π*(C–H/C–NH2), related to carbon atoms at the edge of the 
tri-s-triazine structure. C3 is the main XAS contribution asso-
ciated with transitions to π*(NCN) from the carbon at the 
aromatic tri-s-triazine structure, which is the basic structural 
pattern in PCN materials. A small shoulder around ≈289.6 eV is 
also observed for all samples, which may be related to π*(C–N) 
from defect states in the PCN material. Broad features observed 
above 292 eV are related to transitions into σ* states.

The introduction of heteroatoms significantly changes 
the XA spectral features of PCN. In case of sulfur doping, 
the XA spectrum at the C K-edge is particularly impacted. A 
drastic decrease of the relative intensity of the C3 feature is 
observed, associated with the appearance of a shoulder slightly 
below 289  eV, attributed to defective sp3 CN bonds. The C2 
component is not visible anymore, which is expected since 
C–NH2 groups were replaced by C–S in the trithiocyanuric acid 
used as precursor instead of melamine. The CS bonds are 
expected at 287.5 eV,[24] where a weak shoulder is visible. Finally, 
the C1 component is significantly reduced, showing a lower 
interlayer CC formation than the reference PCN.

For Fe-PCN, on the other hand, relatively smaller changes 
at the XAS C K-edge are observed. The intensity of the C3 
peak decreases and the peak broadens due to the formation of 
defective CN bonds, as also observed by XPS (Figure S8 and 
Table S3, Supporting Information). Note that the formation of 
CO bonds may possibly contribute to the broadening of the 
C2 feature as a significant oxygen content was detected by XPS 
for this sample (Figure S6, Supporting Information). Interest-
ingly, the C1 feature is also reduced after Fe doping.

The XA spectra at the N K-edge providing local electronic 
structures of nitrogen atoms in the different PCN samples are 
shown in Figure  1b. Three features are found in the pre-edge 
region at 399.6 eV (N1), 401.7 eV (N2), and 402.6 eV (N3). N1 is 
assigned to the N 1s →π* transition in aromatic nitrogen atoms 
of heterocyclic rings, π*(CNC), N2 to graphitic threefold 
nitrogen atoms, π*(N–3C), and N3 to sp3 N–C bridging among 
tri-s-triazine moieties, π*(N–C), respectively.[25,26]

For S-PCN, few changes are observed in the XAS pre-edge 
region, except a small relative intensity decrease of the N1 and 
N3 components. For Fe-PCN, the relative decrease of the N1 and 
N3 peaks is much more pronounced. The N3 feature is shifted to 
402.3 eV (−0.3 eV) upon iron doping. This is interpreted by the 
formation of new CNFe bonds strongly affecting the π*(N–C) 
transitions. As a result, the N2 peak cannot be clearly resolved 
anymore. The formation of FeN bonds in Fe-PCN is confirmed 
by the appearance of an extra peak at 397.6 eV in the XPS N 1s 
data (Figure S8 and Table S3, Supporting Information).

From XAS, structural distortion of the tri-s-triazine moie-
ties by the incorporation of sulfur or iron atoms into PCN are 
clearly observed. It appears that the sulfur doping is mostly 
affecting the chemical environment of the carbon atoms, while 
the iron doping impacts more significantly the nitrogen sites.

2.3. Inelastic Part of the RIXS at the N K-Edge: Modification  
of Nitrogen-Related Occupied Electronic States

To probe the modifications in the local occupied electronic 
states in PCN materials upon doping, the partial density of 
the occupied states of nitrogen atoms was probed using RIXS 
(Figure  2). RIXS enables the investigation of relaxation pro-
cesses following the incident coherent excitation of unoccupied 
electronic states.[27–29] Resonant excitation of nitrogen atoms 
at the different chemical sites in the PCN, identified by XAS, 
enables the probing of the local occupied electronic states. As 
the valence band of PCN is mostly populated by N 2p electrons, 
resonantly exciting the respective atoms may provide further 

Figure 1. XAS study of Fe- and S-doped PCN. XA spectra at a) C K-edge 
and b) N K-edge of X-PCN and the corresponding reference PCN(X), X = S 
(red) and Fe (green). The inset shows the simplified PCN structural unit 
indicating the different species (C: gray; N: blue; H: white) observed in 
the XA spectra. C1 is targeted to the bonding between two layers. The XA 
spectra were normalized to the XAS total area.
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insights into the modification of the valence band edge usually 
determined by ultraviolet photoelectron spectroscopy (UPS).

As shown in Figure  2, there are several common features 
observed in the N Kα RIXS spectra: a strong emission centered 
at 394.5 eV, a small feature located around 392 eV, and a broad 
band centered at about 388 eV. The emission line at 394.5 eV 
was assigned to the pyridinic nitrogen in previous work 
on the carbon nitride thin films,[30] and the emission pattern  
in Figure  2 is very similar to the previous results observed in 
polypyridine samples.[31] This main emission peak is already 
observed at 399 and 399.6 eV excitations, where the N1 nitrogen 
atom of PCN are excited. All this discussion supports the 
assignment of the feature at 394.5  eV to pyridinic nitrogen. 
Note that the broad feature below 389 eV also originates from 
pyridinic nitrogen.[30] The emission located at 392 eV was pre-
viously attributed to σ→1s transitions.[30] This feature splits 
into two components for excitation energies between 398.6 and 
399.0 eV (Figure S10, Supporting Information).

As the excitation energy increases, a new emission line 
appears at 395.2  eV. This feature can be attributed to the gra-
phitic nitrogen atoms (N2) according to the literature.[25,32] N2 
sites are excited by the X-rays at 401.7  eV as determined from 
XAS therefore this peak only appears in RIXS for higher energy 
excitation. The other features do not significantly change with 
the excitation energy because they are mostly related to non-
resonant excitation of pyridinic nitrogen sites.

The dispersive features and their line shapes are very similar 
between doped and undoped PCN samples. The incorpora-
tion of heteroatoms leads to a slight upshift (up to +0.3 eV) of 
the main emission peaks position around 395 eV associated to 

pyridinic and graphitic nitrogen atoms. The higher emission 
intensity in this region may result from a charge transfer toward 
the nitrogen atoms.[33] For both doped samples, the valence band 
edge measured by UPS is raised compared to that of pristine 
samples (Figure S9, Supporting Information). As a result, the 
bandgap of the PCN materials is reduced to −0.2 and −0.3 eV for 
S- and Fe-doped PCN, respectively. Indeed, the energy onset on 
the XAS, corresponding to the conduction band minimum, does 
not seem to be strongly affected by the doping. The valence band 
upshift is probably related to the shift of the occupied electronic 
states related to nitrogen atoms upon sulfur and iron doping.

2.4. Quasi-Elastic Part of the RIXS at the N K-Edge: 
Vibronic Coupling in PCN

In the energy region close to the elastic line, a clear vibra-
tion progression in the RIXS spectra is observed as shown in 
Figure 3. Note that the RIXS spectra are shown in energy loss 
scale to better identify the loss features. Each vibrational peak 
is symmetric and was fitted by Gaussian profile with a fixed 
energy width that represents its vibrational energy. Up to four 
harmonics separated by a frequency of 190 meV are resolved 
for all the samples characterized at room temperature. No clear 
energy dependent variation was observed within the range 
398.2–399.4 eV, except a relative decrease of the RIXS signal for 
large detuning (Figures S10 and S11, Supporting Information). 
These vibrational modes disappear above 399.6 eV excitation.

The well-resolved vibrational progression demonstrates a sig-
nificant coupling between the excited electrons in the CNC 

Figure 2. RIXS signature of PCN materials at the N K-edge. N Kα RIXS spectra of X-PCN and the corresponding reference PCN(X), a) X = S and b) X = Fe.
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sites of the heterocyclic rings and C–N stretching modes. 
During the motion of the excited electrons, the potential energy 
surface of the core-excited state varies and may overlap with 
ground vibrational levels, which leads to the vibrational pro-
gression observed in the RIXS spectrum.[34] In general, the 
intensity and the number of vibrational progression depends 
on the overlap of the vibrational wave function in the ground 
and excited states. The loss of the vibrational features for exci-
tation above 399.6 eV is related to a quenching of the vibronic 
coupling for detuned excitation energy.[35]

Electron–phonon coupling has been estimated from experi-
mental RIXS data on strongly correlated materials using the 
Ament model when the time scale of the phonon mode is 
much shorter than the core-hole lifetime.[19–21] In our case, 

the CN stretching mode (190 meV, corresponding to ≈22  fs) is 
slightly larger than the core-hole lifetime broadening at the N 1s  
(100–130  meV, ≈30–40 fs)[36,37] therefore this procedure cannot 
be applied.[22] Furthermore, Geondzhian and Gilmore recently 
suggested that RIXS may rather be probing exciton–phonon 
coupling when the core-hole is not well screened,[38] which is 
likely to be the case for PCN. In particular, optical excitons have 
a high binding energy in PCN materials[39] and were found to 
play a significant role in their photoactivity.[40] Further work on 
the theoretical description of RIXS process in PCN would be 
required to extract quantitative information from these experi-
mental data.

Nevertheless, qualitative insights on vibronic coupling can 
still be obtained from the comparison of the different samples. 
The frequency of the vibrational modes remains constant after 
heteroatom doping, showing that the local structure of the 
PCN close to the CNC bonds is not significantly affected. 
On the other hand, the intensity of the vibrational modes 
decreases slightly after Fe doping, which is not observed for 
S-doped sample. Fe doping is therefore reducing the vibronic 
coupling between the excited electron in the nitrogen site and 
the CN stretching mode. Ivanov et  al. proposed that a strong 
vibronic coupling between unoccupied and occupied molecular 
orbitals would induce a buckling of the PCN planes,[41] which 
would be suppressed by doping with cations lying between 
tri-s-triazine groups. We might interpret the relative intensity 
decrease of vibrational progression for Fe-PCN by a quenching 
of the vibronic coupling induced by Fe atoms at similar doping 
sites. This result agrees with the XAS observation that Fe 
doping mostly affects nitrogen sites while S doping has rather 
an impact on carbon atoms. This is also supported by DFT cal-
culations as discussed in Section 2.6.

The RIXS spectra can be compared to vibrational spectros-
copy measurements. For PCN materials, the energy separa-
tion of the vibrational progressions shown in the N Kα RIXS 
spectra is 190 meV corresponding to the C–N stretching peak at 
1532–1540 cm−1 usually observed by IR or Raman spectroscopy. 
Taking PCN(S) as an example, a band at 1538 cm−1 is found  
in the IR spectrum (Figure S12, Supporting Information). Since 
the RIXS measurement is performed at the resonant excitation  
of the N1 feature (Figure  2b), this IR vibration band can be 
attributed to the CNC bonds in the aromatic rings. Due to 
the symmetry selection rule for the RIXS process,[42,43] other 
C–N vibrations are not visible by RIXS. The high element- and 
site-selectivity of RIXS enables the identification of the mole-
cular vibronic structure, which cannot be achieved with clas-
sical vibrational spectroscopies. It is noteworthy that vibronic 
coupling was previously evidenced by RIXS at the N K-edge 
in aqueous ammonia,[44] spin-liquid insulator,[22] and on small 
organic molecules with other vibrational modes.[45,46] Our work 
demonstrates that RIXS can also be used to probe vibronic 
interactions in polymeric material.

2.5. XAS and RIXS at the Fe L-Edge: Electronic Interaction  
of Fe in PCN

The XAS at the Fe L-edge, shown in Figure 4a, has a typical sig-
nature of Fe species in the oxidation state +3, with an L3-edge  

Figure 3. Quasi-elastic RIXS signature of PCN materials at the N K-edge. 
a) Energy loss feature detected from N Kα RIXS obtained after excitation 
at 399  eV. Zero energy loss (E  = 0  eV) corresponds to the elastic line. 
b) The vibrational progression is highlighted. All spectra were normalized 
to the maximum of the elastic line.
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composed of two peaks resulting from ligand field effects.  
The shoulder at 713.1 eV may be related to a charge transfer state 
resulting from the hybridization with oxygen atoms,[47] which 
was clearly observed for this sample, and possibly nitrogen 
atoms. The Fe L3-edge RIXS of Fe-PCN (Figure  4b) was also 
recorded at selected photon energies corresponding to the main 

X-ray absorption features and is plotted as a function of the 
energy loss to better recognize constant energy-loss features. 
At the resonant excitations, pronounced features below the 
elastic line can be observed. In addition to the elastic peak, two 
energy loss features at −2.6  eV (I) and −1.3  eV (II), attributed 
to d–d excitations, can be observed.[47,48] Peak II is very weak 
at 708  eV excitation energy, but is clearly observed with the 
other three incident excitation energies. These features, with 
an energy lying in the visible range, may explain the extended 
optical absorption observed for Fe-doped PCN.[10] When the 
incident energy is detuned above the L3 resonance (713.1  eV), 
a broad band around −5.6  eV (707.4  eV) is observed, which is 
related to transitions from 3d to 2p states localized at the Fe 
atom.[49] This peak is not observed for excitations at lower ener-
gies. At this stage, the impact of the interaction with the PCN 
matrix on iron electronic structure remains unclear. Neverthe-
less, the confirmation of Fe3+ ions in the PCN may contribute 
to explain the higher photocatalytic activity of Fe-doped PCN for 
phenol production from benzene. Fe3+ ions can trap the photo-
generated electrons, which can reduce O2 to “•O2

−.”[10] Mean-
while, Fe3+ ion can serve as a mediator to facilitate the oxidation 
of OH− and H2O molecules to “•OH” by valence holes.[8]

2.6. Possible Fe and S Doping Sites on PCN

Based on these X-ray spectroscopic data, possible doping sites 
can be suggested, which should be validated by theoretical 
calculations. The possible structures of undoped and doped 
PCN were optimized using DFT and the optimal structures 
are shown in Figure 5. The undoped PCN trimer (Figure  5a) 
is nearly planar with a buckling distortion in the center, as 
previously observed by Ivanov et  al.[41] This distortion is due 
to a pseudo Jahn–Teller effect arising from couplings between 
the occupied and unoccupied molecular orbitals of the mole-
cule.[41] Upon addition of sulfur the structure is locally distorted 
due to the larger size of the S atom but the overall structure 
stays intact (Figure  5b). Two configurations were considered, 
namely, with sulfur replacing the carbon or nitrogen atoms. 
While Hong et al.[14] suggested the sulfur to replace only carbon 
atoms, both carbon- and nitrogen-substituted structures were 
found to be stable. Based on the previous discussion, it is more 
likely that sulfur atoms replace nitrogen atoms into the PCN 
structure. Thereby, it would induce strong distortions of the 
local chemical environment of C3 atoms but minimally affects 
N atoms.

Figure 4. XAS and RIXS of iron dopant in Fe-PCN. a) XAS at the Fe L-edge 
for Fe-PCN. b) Energy loss feature detected from Fe L3 RIXS. Zero energy 
loss (E = 0 eV) corresponds to the elastic line. The excitation energies for 
the RIXS are labeled as black lines in (a).

Figure 5. DFT-optimized PCN trimer structure for a) undoped trimer, b) S-PCN and c) Fe-PCN with proposed doping sites. The following colors were 
used: C: gray; N: blue; H: white; S: yellow; Fe: orange.
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For the Fe-doped PCN trimer a different picture is obtained. 
Geometry optimization of an iron atom placed in the exact 
center of the trimer does not yield a stable structure. Instead, 
the metal atom locates favorably near one of the tri-s-triazine 
units, which leads to a major deformation of the surrounding 
structure. In the equilibrium structure shown in Figure  5c, 
the nearby part of the tri-s-triazine unit is bent toward the iron 
atom, thereby providing coordination with nitrogen atoms from 
additional directions. Iron naturally prefers octahedral coordi-
nation, which cannot be provided by a near-planar structure 
and thus induces substantial structural change. In their study 
on iron doping of hetero-layered g-C3N4 and graphene nano-
meshes, Wang et al.[50] pointed out that the iron will most likely 
be coordinated between two layers of the material. This can 
equally be expected for the PCN polymer structures. Nonethe-
less, substantial structural deformation will occur due to the 
strong coordination effects of iron.

The structural features described above are well in line with 
the experimental results on the quasi-elastic RIXS structures at 
the N K-edge. The minor structural changes that occur upon 
S doping explain why the vibrational progression found in the 
RIXS N K-edge spectra is mainly preserved. On the other hand, 
Fe doping introduces major structural changes, which become 
visible in the change of the RIXS vibrational fine structure.

3. Conclusion

In this work, the influence of doping with sulfur and iron 
atoms on PCN materials is investigated by soft X-ray spec-
troscopies. Clear modifications of the electronic structure are 
detected for both dopants. The local structures of unoccupied 
and occupied states were characterized using XAS and RIXS, 
respectively. While sulfur atoms are mostly affecting carbon 
sites, the iron doping has a stronger impact on the nitrogen 
sites. Furthermore, vibronic coupling between excited elec-
trons and C–N stretching modes were evidenced in PCN 
materials using RIXS. It is impacted by iron doping but not 
by sulfur doping. Based on the X-ray spectroscopic data and 
supported by DFT calculations, different doping sites are sug-
gested for Fe and S atoms. This study highlights that high-
resolution RIXS opens new perspective for the understanding 
of local electronic and vibronic interactions in the emerging 
organic photocatalytic polymeric materials. Correlating these 
properties with the photocatalytic activity of PCN materials 
may facilitate the rational design of more efficient PCN photo-
catalysts in the future.

4. Experimental Section
Sample Preparation: The samples were prepared according to previously 

reported methods.[11,12] MA and dicyandiamide (DCDA) were used as the 
precursors to prepare PCN(S) and PCN(Fe), respectively. Typically, 2 g MA 
(or DCDA) was loaded into a 50  mL crucible with cover. The precursor 
was heated to 600  °C for 4 h with the ramp rate of 6  °C min−1 under 
N2 atmosphere (250  mL min−1). After naturally cooling down, the bulk 
sample was ground into powder by agate mortar for further use. The 
preparation procedure of S-doped PCN (S-PCN) was the same as PCN(S) 
but trithiocyanuric acid was used as the precursor. For the Fe-doped PCN 

(Fe-PCN), 1 g DCDA was dispersed in 5 mL deionized water by sonication. 
Then, the solution was stirred and 0.1 g FeCl3 was added to the solution. 
The mixed solution was heated at 100  °C with continuous stirring to 
remove water. Finally, the as-obtained mixture was used as the precursor 
to prepare Fe-PCN following the same synthetic procedure of PCN(Fe).

XRD measurements were carried out on a Bruker D8 Advance 
diffractometer with Cu-Kα1 radiation (λ  = 1.5406 Å). The morphology 
of the samples was investigated by the HITACHI SU8010 field emission 
SEM. TEM, elemental mapping, and EDS were performed on a FEI 
Tencai 20 microscope. The N2 adsorption–desorption isotherms were 
collected at 77 K using a Micromeritics ASAP 2460 surface area and 
porosity analyzer.

Photocatalytic Activity: Photocatalytic hydrogen production was 
performed in a Pyrex top-irradiation reaction vessel connected to 
a glass closed gas system. Photocatalyst (50  mg) was added in an 
aqueous solution (100  mL) containing 10  mL of triethanolamine 
(TEOA) as electron donor. Pt (3 wt%) was loaded on the surface of the 
photocatalyst as the cocatalyst using an in situ photodeposition method 
with H2PtCl6 as precursor. The reaction solution was evacuated several 
times to remove air prior to the irradiation using a 300 W Xe lamp. The 
wavelength of the incident light was controlled by applying appropriate 
long-pass cut-off filters (λ > 420 nm). The temperature of the reaction 
solution was maintained at room temperature using a flow of cooling 
water during the reaction. The evolved gases were determined by a gas 
chromatography equipped with a thermal conductive detector (TCD) 
and a 5 Å molecular sieve column, using Ar as the carrier gas.

For the photocatalytic phenol production from benzene, photocatalyst 
(50  mg) was milled and then suspended in a mixture of acetonitrile 
(4  mL), benzene (0.8  mL, 9  mmol), water (4  mL), and H2O2 (30 wt%, 
0.51 mL, 5 mmol). The resulting biphasic system was stirred at 60 °C for 
4 h. A 300 W Xenon lamp equipping with a 420 nm cut-off filter was used 
as the visible light source for the irradiation of reaction system. At the end 
of the reaction, ethanol (5 mL) was poured into the mixture at 4 °C for 
quenching the reaction and to turn the biphasic system to a single-phase 
one. The products of the reactions were analyzed by a gas chromatograph 
(HP6890) and GC-MS with toluene as the internal standard.

X-Ray Absorption Spectroscopy: The XA spectra were acquired in 
total electron yield (TEY) mode on the PCN material drop cast on a 
conductive Si substrate. The measurements were performed at the 
U49/2 PGM-1 beamline of the synchrotron BESSY II using the LiXEdrom 
endstation. For the C K-edge (N K-edge), the spectra were normalized to 
the XAS area calculated over the region 280–310 eV (396–420 eV).

Resonant Inelastic X-Ray Scattering: The RIXS measurements were 
performed at the U41-PEAXIS beamline using the endstation PEAXIS 
of BESSY II.[51] The samples were prepared using the same procedure 
as for XAS. The RIXS spectra were acquired with an incident angle on 
the sample of 65° and a scattering angle 2θ of 130°. The instrument 
resolution was optimized to 85 meV at the N K-edge using a tape and 
about 195 meV at the Fe L-edge. Each spectrum measured at the N 
K-edge was acquired for 10 min and accumulated to a total of 1 h of 
measurements, whereas the Fe L-edge spectra were acquired for 5 min 
to a total of 30 min per incident energy.

Theoretical Methods: Ground-state structures of doped and undoped 
PCN structures were calculated within the DFT framework using the 
ORCA program suite.[52,53] The choice of DFT functionals was aided 
by the detailed study of Goerigk and Grimme.[54] The structures were 
preoptimized using the revPBE GGA functional[55] and Ahlrich’s triple-
zeta def2-TZVP basis set.[56,57] Numerical frequency analysis was 
performed to confirm that the global structural minimum was reached. 
The molecules were subsequently further optimized with the more 
accurate PW6B95 hybrid functional[58] and the same basis set, but 
no significant differences in structures were observed. All structure 
optimizations employed Grimme’s third order atom-pairwise dispersion 
correction with Becke–Jones (D3BJ) dampening.[59] The RIJCOSX 
approximation[60] together with the appropriate def2-TVP/J auxiliary 
basis sets[61] was used to speed up integral calculation.

The undoped PCN structure consists of a closed trimer with sum 
formula C27N27H27 as shown in Figure 5. The same model was already 
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suggested by Hong et  al.[14] who studied effects of sulfur doping on 
PCN. Two carbon atoms or two nitrogen atoms are replaced by sulfur, 
respectively, to obtain two different S-doped structures. A single 
iron atom is placed in the center of the structure to obtain Fe-doped 
PCN.[41,50] The PCN structures were plotted using Avogadro software.
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